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The paper presents the study of influence of nonequal parasitic capacities which can occur on the integrated circuit, 

or ternary memory chip. To illustrate the change of numbers of stable limit cycles, the calculation of cross-section of 
boudary surface is used. These also document the size of regions of attraction for individual attractors. With the 
knowledge about the size of regions of attraction, the designer can exactly optimize the parameters of control pulse, or 
explain the memory malfunction.  
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INTRODUCTION. Although binary logic is the 
dominant nowadays, multiple valued logic (MVL) is 
still of interest as well. Advantages of MVL compared 
with binary logic, according to [1] are indisputable: 
reduced number of circuits providing transfer to higher 
orders, increased integration density and reduced 
volume of arithmetic operations. The timeliness of 
circuits using MVL is also confirmed by U.S. Patent [2], 
and by recently published work [3–6]. 

With the arrival of resonance tunnel diodes (RTDs), 
the authors of the publication [7] focused on analysis of 
elementary memories created from two RTDs connected 
into serial connection. The memories created from 
RTDs have another advantage against the MOS 
transistors. If the two RTDs have n-topsand both have 
the same I-V characteristics, it is possible to create the 
memory with 2.n+1stable states. When n = 4, it is 
possible to create the memory cell,which can have up to 
nine stable states and is created only from two RTDs. 
Six transistors are needed to create the elementary 
ternary memory.  

The results of work [7] however reminds the 
possible problems in the design stage of ternary memory 
regarding the presence of one stable limit cycle (SLC) 
in the analysed circuit. With the further analysis, even 
three (!) SLCs [8] were observed.  

In such case, the ternary memory had six attractors. 
The parasitic capacities were equal (C1 = C2 – Fig. 1), 
the question about the influence C1  C2 on presence of 
SLCs became relevant. It is possible, that C1  C2 can 
happen during the manufacturing. How will this affect 
the existence of SLCs? Will they cease their existence, 
or will they be just reduced in numbers? The answer to 
these questions is the topic of the presented paper. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART AND OBTAINED 
RESULTS. Model of ternary memory. Ternary memory 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Symbols of non-linear 
elements correspond to RTDs. Circuit in Fig. 1 can be 
described by the system (1) where the characteristics of 
nonlinear elements fk(uk) according to [9] are defined by 
(2), where kgi are conductivities of the k-th element and 
kUi are breakpoints of characteristics shown in Fig. 2a). 
If k = 1 it is a load (3), if k = 2 it is the element (4). 
Capacity C1, C2 includes the capacity of the equivalent 
circuit of elements, or parasitic capacity on the chip. 
Inductance L is the inductance of inputs to the elements 
and resistor R expresses resistance of conductive 
connections on the chip. Supply voltage U = 440 mV 

and for now we consider control pulse I = 0. Elemental 
memory in Fig. 1 is characterized by three stable 
singularities - attractors S1, S2 and S3, which separate 
two  unstable  singularities  N1  and  N2  from  each  other,  
as illustrated in Fig. 2,b).  

 

 
Figure 1 – Ternary memory circuit 
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g0 = 0.1; g1 = -0.05; g2 = 0; g3 = 0.032 (S); U1 = 40; 
U2 = 50; U3 = 140; U4 = 260 (mV);                           (3) 

g0 = 0.0833; g1 = -0.0571; g2 = 0; g3 = 0.0281 (S); 
U1 = 60; U2 = 50; U3 = 130; U4 = 280 (mV).            (4) 

 
                     a) 

 
                   b) 

Figure 2 – a) Parameters of I–V characteristics  
of RTD`s; b) I–V characteristic of RTDs and singular 

points projected into the plane i, u2 
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The presence of three SLCs in [8] meant the 
redistribution of status area from three regions of 
attraction for the attractors (stable singularities) S1, S2 a 
S3 to six regions of attractions. This situation is shown on 
Fig. 3, where green, grey and red regions are the regions 
of attraction for S1, S2, S3. (In case of grayscale print, 
the regions are numbered with big numbers 1, 2, 3).  

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Cross-section of BS for N1i = 3.5 mA  
and L = 1.10-10 H; C1 = C2 = 5.10-13 F; R = 0 

 
The rest of the colours: yellow, violet and blue are 

the  regions  of  attraction  of  SLCs  L1,  L2,  L3.  (For  
grayscale print, the L1, L2, L3 labels). The R =  0, I-V 
characteristics compared with projection on Fig. 2b). 
reflected into the line. The individual singularities are 
indicated  on  the  line.  Fig.  3  shows not  only  the  size  of  
individual regions of attraction, but also the fact, that 
with selection of starting condition, the solution of 
system (1) with the Runge-Kutta method leads to the 
attractor. This fact is unthinkable part of control impuls 
parameters design [10]. The boundary between 
individual colour regions is called boundary surface 
(BS). This separates the individual attractors. The 
arrows on SLCs (Fig. 3) show the direction of 
representative point (RP).     

Regions of attraction for C1  C2. The memory will be 
placed on chip and condition C1 = C2 doesn t́ have to be 
true, the question of C1  C2 influence is relevant. The 
parameters (3), (4), L and R are unchanged. In the work 
[11] it was discovered that for parameters (3), (4), R = 0 
a L = 1.10-10 H, the following cases of SLCs occurence 
are possible:  

–  absence of SLC until C1 = C2=2,6.10-13 F value; 
–  one SLC from C1 = C2 = 2,7.10-13 F; 
–  two SLCs from C1 = C2 = 3,3.10-13 F and 
–  three SLCs from C1 = C2 = 3,8.10-13 F. 

The cross-sections of BS in [11] confirmed the first 
possibility (absence of SLC). When C1=C2=3,8.10-13 F it 
is  the  first  case  when  in  MVL  memory  three  SLCs  
occur, C1 = 3,8.10-13 F was kept constant and C2 was 
changed. The observed changes in BS morfology as 
well as in regions of attraction are shown on Fig. 4. For 
C2 = 3,8.10-13 F is the cross-section of BS very similar to 
Fig. 3 and the colour regions are identical with regions 
of attraction on Fig. 3. From the Fig. 4 can be seen that 
neither the change of C2 < 3,8.10-13 F, nor C2 > 3,8.10-

13 F doesn´t cause the  cease of existence of SLCs in 
ternary  memory.  The  number  of  SLCs  is  always  only  

reduced.  With  this,  the  memory  is  unusable  as  
a sequential circuit. From the picture C2=1.10-13 F can 
be seen that the yellow region is the dominant one, and 
it represents the region of attraction for SLC. The 
placement of singularities on remaining pictures of 
Fig. 4 and colours of regions are for the C2=3,8.10-13 F. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Regions of attraction shown on plane u1,u2   
for  C1 = 3,8.10-13 F and C2 mentioned in picture. All the 
cuts are for the current level N1i = 3,5 mA, parameters 

(3), (4), L = 1.10-10 H, R = 0. 
 

CONCLUSION. The memories from RTDs are still 
perspective, it is obvious, that the analysis of circuit 
must precede to any attempt of design or realisation of 
new memory structure. Otherwise it will be very 
difficult and in case of SLC occurence impossible to use 
the memory as a sequential circuit. It could be only used 
as an oscillator of high frequency. Memory analysis by 
calculation of regions of attractions (BS) will alllow not 
only the design of optimal parameters of control pulse, 
but also reveal the reason of failure. The presented case, 
based upon the cross-section of BS calculation shown 
not only the change of BS morphology, but also a fact, 
that  for  C1=C2=3,8.10-13 F  it  is  a  first  case  where  the  
three SLCs occur in memory and their cease of 
existence isn´t caused by C1  C2.  It  is  worth  to  note,  
that the cross-section of BS calculation isn´t a trivial 
task. Based upon the complexity of analysed structure, 
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the calculation can be from several tens to hundreds of 
computing hours.  
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